Roe Tangerine

A protected variety managed by NVDMC.
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Roe Tangerine

The Roe Tangerine is very typical of a traditional Florida tangerine in appearance and flavor. It has an easy peel and is low-seeded (avg. 1.2/fruit).

It ripens near Thanksgiving and holds through January. It must be clipped.

HLB performance appears to be average of a tangerine type.

This is a productive variety and is a product of the W.G. Roe & Sons private breeding program. Growers may purchase trees from Rasnake Citrus Nursery in Winter Haven.

Highlights

- Easy-peel tangerine
- Ripens in November, holds through January
- Similar to Florida tangerine
- Low seeds
- Must be clipped
- W.G. Roe & Sons product

For more citrus varieties and to learn more, go to www.NVDMC.org